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All pertinent information concerning OSWALD has. been n\] 
furnished the Bureau and Dallas by teletype or airtel as it. 
has been received. No leads are being set out in this ~~ |: 
report on the basis of information contained in this report } 
as this Office is not aware of the full background informatioi 
developed nor aware of leads which have been handled or» f 
are presently under investigation by other Offices. Leads * 
are being left to the discretion of the Office of E Origans see - 
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a “ALBERTO J ARZAMENDT CHITA, Naidean ‘Inmigration 
Inspoctor) Nuevo Laredo,. Mexico, . was interviewed on .°. 
February 22, 1964, in the pr nce of Assistant Chick ‘of 
Kexican Immigration ARNOLD IJERINA. CHAPA stated - 
thas he has been intervieWed on several occasions py =. 
Mexican officials and from the’ Mexican Immigration .° 
records showing that he, CHAPA, cancelled the tourist °-~. 
permit of LEE HARVEY OSWALD on October 3, 1963, he -. a ee 
knows that he, CHAPA, was on duty at that time and °: >.>” 
cancelled OSWALD's tourist permit, but that he - 2 ofl yee, Pag, 
persoually recalls nothing’ concerning the cancellatjcn ced ara ogee 
oe OSWALD's tourist permit. | . ; = with siteet "oat, (gti Ladle 

CHAPA viewed a photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD | 
and stated that he did not recognize the photograph as ree 
being that of anyone he had seen previously. CHAPA aid . 
not recall who else was on duty with him on October 3, 
1963, but stated that he, CHAPA, was “Jefe de Turno” .. otek 
(translation, in charge of the shift) and was the person ‘ 
who actually stamped OSWALD‘'s tourist permit. eT 7 

CHAPA stated that it was his duty to coliect 
the tourist permits of persons departing Mexico and to 
stamp them cancelled and take them to the Mexican... 
Immigration headquarters located: in Mexico at the 
International Bridge. The clerical employees, according eg, 
to CHAPA, in the Immigration headquarters, then record -.+-.-.-.- 
the, cancellations on the ledger books. CHAPA denied Sate Fe 
it was hisduty to record the mode of transportation being os 
used by the tourist. He stated, however, that if he were to...” 
record the mode of transportation being used by the tourist, 
he would write "auto," for automobile and "autobus" for buses 

On October 3, 1963, CHAPA was stationed at Kilometer 
26 (Mexican Inmigration check point), Nuevo Laredo~ “Monterrey, -. = 
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= : “Assistant Chief of Mexican Immigration ARNOLDO 
Ne -ERINA stated that CHAPA did not understand his duties 
ana that he should place upon the tourist permit at the. 

ae tame he stamped it cancelled _ node of _prangportation being 
et used by the tourist. - 
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